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The mission of the Office of Inspector General (OIG), as mandated by Public Law 95-452, as amended, is
to protect the integrity of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) programs, as well as the
health and welfare of beneficiaries served by those programs. This statutory mission is carried out
through a nationwide network of audits, investigations, and inspections conducted by the following
operating components:

Office of Audit Services
The Office of Audit Services (OAS) provides auditing services for HHS, either by conducting audits with
its own audit resources or by overseeing audit work done by others. Audits examine the performance of
HHS programs and/or its grantees and contractors in carrying out their respective responsibilities and are
intended to provide independent assessments of HHS programs and operations. These audits help reduce
waste, abuse, and mismanagement and promote economy and efficiency throughout HHS.

Office of Evaluation and Inspections
The Office of Evaluation and Inspections (OEI) conducts national evaluations to provide HHS, Congress,
and the public with timely, useful, and reliable information on significant issues. These evaluations focus
on preventing fraud, waste, or abuse and promoting economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of
departmental programs. To promote impact, OEI reports also present practical recommendations for
improving program operations.

Office of Investigations
The Office of Investigations (OI) conducts criminal, civil, and administrative investigations of fraud and
misconduct related to HHS programs, operations, and beneficiaries. With investigators working in all 50
States and the District of Columbia, OI utilizes its resources by actively coordinating with the Department
of Justice and other Federal, State, and local law enforcement authorities. The investigative efforts of OI
often lead to criminal convictions, administrative sanctions, and/or civil monetary penalties.

Office of Counsel to the Inspector General
The Office of Counsel to the Inspector General (OCIG) provides general legal services to OIG, rendering
advice and opinions on HHS programs and operations and providing all legal support for OIG’s internal
operations. OCIG represents OIG in all civil and administrative fraud and abuse cases involving HHS
programs, including False Claims Act, program exclusion, and civil monetary penalty cases. In
connection with these cases, OCIG also negotiates and monitors corporate integrity agreements. OCIG
renders advisory opinions, issues compliance program guidance, publishes fraud alerts, and provides
other guidance to the health care industry concerning the anti-kickback statute and other OIG enforcement
authorities.

Notices

THIS REPORT IS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC
at https://oig.hhs.gov
Section 8M of the Inspector General Act, 5 U.S.C. App., requires
that OIG post its publicly available reports on the OIG website.

OFFICE OF AUDIT SERVICES FINDINGS AND OPINIONS
The designation of financial or management practices as
questionable, a recommendation for the disallowance of costs
incurred or claimed, and any other conclusions and
recommendations in this report represent the findings and
opinions of OAS. Authorized officials of the HHS operating
divisions will make final determination on these matters.
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Why OIG Did This Audit

Medicare Part D is an optional
program to help Medicare
beneficiaries pay for prescription
drugs. For drugs dispensed to Part D
beneficiaries, Part D prescription
drug plan sponsors may receive
direct and indirect
remuneration (DIR), which consists of
rebates, subsidies, or other price
concessions that decrease the costs
that a sponsor incurs for a Part D
drug. Part D sponsors or their
pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs)
may negotiate with pharmacies to
charge various fees, and these fees
are included as DIR. Part D sponsors
are required to report their DIR to
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) each year.
Our objective was to determine
whether Group Health Cooperative,
Inc. (GHC), complied with Federal
requirements for reporting pharmacy
fees in its Summary DIR Reports.

How OIG Did This Audit

We reviewed GHC’s Summary DIR
reports for contract years (CYs) 2014
through 2017 to determine whether
GHC complied with Federal
requirements for reporting pharmacy
fees. We reviewed GHC’s contracts
with its PBMs as well as contracts its
PBMs had with pharmacies. We
reviewed point-of-sale fees totaling
$212,638 collected by its PBMs for
CYs 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.

Audit of Medicare Part D Pharmacy Fees: Group
Health Cooperative, Inc.
What OIG Found

For CYs 2014 and 2015, GHC did not have adequate support for the point-ofsale fees that its PBM charged to pharmacies. For CYs 2014 and 2015, its PBM
reported it received at least $52,076 and $36,346 respectively in point-of-sale
fees. GHC refiled its DIR reports twice, and the refiled amounts were not
supported by other documentation that its PBM provided. As a result, we
could not validate whether the amounts GHC reported to CMS were accurate.
For CY 2016, GHC’s PBM did not charge pharmacy fees, and, for CY 2017, we
determined that GHC correctly reported the pharmacy fees collected by its
PBM.

What OIG Recommends and Kaiser Permanente Comments

We recommend that Kaiser Permanente, which acquired GHC in 2017:
(1) validate the point-of-sale fee amounts that disclosed for CYs 2014 and
2015 and refile the CY 2014 and 2015 DIR reports if appropriate, and
(2) develop written policies and procedures to validate the amounts its PBM
discloses before submitting the DIR reports to CMS.
Kaiser Permanente concurred with our recommendations to validate the
point-of sale fee amounts disclosed for CYs 2014 and 2015, refile the DIR
reports if appropriate, and develop written policies and procedures to validate
the amounts its PBM discloses before submitting the DIR reports to CMS.
Kaiser Permanente stated that it had worked with its PBM to validate the
point-of-sale pharmacy fees that were collected during CYs 2014 and 2015.
Kaiser Permanente identified a discrepancy in the amount reported in its 2019
refiling of the CY 2014 DIR. Kaiser Permanente intends to resubmit its CY 2014
DIR. However, it validated the CY 2015 DIR.
Kaiser Permanente also stated that it had revised and updated its written
policies and procedures to include procedures that it will use to validate data
its PBMs disclosed before submitting the DIR reports to CMS.

The full report can be found at https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region3/31900002.asp.
This report contains information exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, or other
Federal statute or regulation. All such information has been redacted from the final report posted on the Internet.

Notice: Information in this report has been redacted because it contains commercial, financial,
or confidential information pertaining to the auditee.
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INTRODUCTION
WHY WE DID THIS AUDIT
Medicare Part D is an optional program to help Medicare beneficiaries pay for prescription
drugs. For drugs dispensed to Part D beneficiaries, Part D prescription drug plan sponsors may
receive direct and indirect remuneration (DIR), which consists of rebates, subsidies, or other
price concessions that decrease the costs that a sponsor incurs for a Part D drug (42 CFR
§ 423.308). Part D sponsors or their pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) may negotiate with
pharmacies to charge various fees, and these fees are included as DIR. Part D sponsors are
required to report their DIR to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) each year.
As part of its oversight activities, the Office of Inspector General is conducting a series of audits
to determine whether Medicare Part D sponsors correctly reported pharmacy fees.
OBJECTIVE
Our objective was to determine whether Group Health Cooperative, Inc., (GHC) complied with
Federal requirements for reporting pharmacy fees in its Summary DIR reports (DIR reports).
BACKGROUND
The Medicare Part D Program
Title I of the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 (MMA)
amended Title XVIII of the Social Security Act (the Act) by establishing the Medicare Part D
prescription drug program. Under Part D, which began January 1, 2006, individuals entitled to
benefits under Part A or enrolled in Part B may obtain drug coverage.
To provide prescription drug benefits under Part D, CMS contracts with private entities called
sponsors that act as payers and insurers. Sponsors provide a minimum set of prescription
benefits, referred to as the basic benefit. For an additional premium, they may also offer
supplemental benefits through enhanced alternative coverage. Sponsors may offer drug
benefits through a stand-alone prescription drug plan or as part of a managed care plan known
as a Medicare Advantage prescription drug plan.
CMS pays sponsors for Part D basic benefits through subsidy payments and a final payment
reconciliation (the Act §§ 1860D-14 and -15).1 CMS pays the subsidies prospectively
throughout the plan year based in part on information in the sponsors’ annual bid. The bid
estimates the plan’s allowable costs for providing drug benefits and includes the sponsor’s
anticipated drug costs, taking into consideration negotiated price concessions such as rebates.

Final payment determination is CMS’s final plan payment based on the costs actually incurred by the Part D
sponsor.

1
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Under Part D, sponsors may contract with PBMs to manage or administer the drug benefit on a
sponsor’s behalf. Sponsors or their PBMs establish a pharmacy network and negotiate
pharmacy reimbursement rates.
Direct and Indirect Remuneration
DIR consists of any rebates, subsidies, or other price concessions, from any source, that
decrease the costs that a sponsor incurs under the Part D plan (42 CFR § 423.308). DIR results
from payment arrangements negotiated independent of CMS between Part D sponsors, PBMs,
network pharmacies, drug manufacturers, and other parties involved in the administration of
the Part D benefit. Manufacturer rebates comprise a significant share of all DIR reported to
CMS. Other examples of DIR include incentive payments and risk-sharing arrangements with
various parties (including PBMs), and concessions (such as pharmacy fees). Sponsors report DIR
to CMS using the Summary DIR Report and Detailed DIR Report. Sponsors must submit a DIR
report each contract year for each plan that they offer and must report DIR in accordance with
CMS’s annual DIR Reporting Requirements.
Pharmacy Payment Arrangements
Pharmacy payment arrangements may include price concessions in the form of pharmacy fees.
Pharmacy fees occur when the sponsor or its PBM receives amounts from pharmacies or makes
incentive payments to pharmacies. For example, a PBM may charge a pharmacy fee for being
part of the PBM’s preferred networks or for not meeting certain performance metrics such as
generic dispensing rates. The contracts between a pharmacy and a sponsor or its PBM dictate
the terms and timing of the concessions.
Reconciliation
After the close of the plan year, CMS is responsible for calculating the final payment amount for
each Part D sponsor by reconciling the prospective payments made to the sponsor to the
sponsor’s actual allowable costs (42 CFR § 423.343). Total prospective payments include
certain CMS subsidy payments and beneficiary premiums minus administrative costs. Actual
allowable costs are generally the payments that the sponsor makes for covered drugs less
reported DIR.
Group Health Cooperative
GHC, a health maintenance organization founded in 1945, was a nonprofit corporation based in
Seattle, Washington, that provided Medicare Part D coverage to beneficiaries in Washington
State. In February 2017, Kaiser Permanente acquired GHC.

--

For contract years (CYs) 2014 through 2016, GHC used
as its PBM.
provided a claims adjudication process and an online
claims processing service.
charged network pharmacies a standard point-of-sale
fee for CYs 2014 and 2015. The fee amount varied by contract, and pharmacies were charged
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-

-

per transaction for
to process the claim.
withheld the fees from future
pharmacy payments rather than at the point of sale and retained these fees from pharmacies.
For CY 2016,
did not charge pharmacy fees.

-

-

For CY 2017, GHC used
as its PBM.
provided claim adjudication, benefit
administration and maintenance, and pharmacy network administration services.
charged network pharmacies a flat transaction fee to process the pharmacy claim. According to
the amount of the fee varied by contract.
withheld the fees from future
pharmacy payments rather than at the point of sale and retained these fees but disclosed them
to GHC.

-

HOW WE CONDUCTED THIS AUDIT
We reviewed GHC’s DIR reports for CYs 2014 through 2017 (the audit period) to determine
whether GHC complied with Federal requirements for reporting pharmacy fees. We reviewed
GHC’s contracts with
as well as contracts
had with pharmacies. We reviewed pharmacy fees totaling $86,237 and $36,346 reported
collected by
for CYs 2014 and 2015 respectively and $90,054 reported collected by
)
for CY 2017. For CY 2016,
did not collect pharmacy fees for GHC claims.

--

To determine whether GHC reported pharmacy fees in accordance with Federal requirements,
we reviewed GHC’s DIR reports submitted through the CMS Health Plan Management System
(HPMS) for CYs 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. We also requested the DIR reports from GHC and
reconciled them with GHC’s DIR reports submitted to HPMS. We reviewed prescription drug
event (PDE)2 data records by service plan type, prescription count, and sum of ingredient cost
plus dispensing fees. We selected a judgmental sample of 15 pharmacies
contracted with and 23 pharmacies
contracted with to determine whether they
defined terms for payments to or from pharmacies.

-

-

We requested a sample explanation of benefits, which detailed the health care claim payment
and advice details, for the 15 pharmacies sampled from
for CYs 2014 through 2016.
We also reviewed pharmacy fees associated with the 23 pharmacies sampled from
for CY 2017. We followed up with
and requested supporting documentation for the
fees that were reported as DIR for CY 2017.
We also requested a sample of the explanations of benefits for paid claims and analyzed them
for payments to or from pharmacies. We followed up with GHC regarding contracts that had
point-of-sale fees per transaction.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
Every time a beneficiary fills a prescription covered under Part D, plans must submit to CMS a summary record
called the PDE record. The PDE record contains information about the drug, the dispensing pharmacy, and cost
and payment data; this information enables CMS to make payments to plans and otherwise administer the Part D
benefit.

2
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sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
Appendix A contains the details of our audit scope and methodology.
FINDING

-

-

For CYs 2014 and 2015, GHC did not have adequate support for the point-of-sale fees that
charged to pharmacies. For CYs 2014 and 2015,
reported it received at
least $52,076 and $36,346 respectively in point-of-sale fees. GHC refiled its DIR reports twice,
and the refiled amounts were not supported by other documentation that
provided. As a result, we could not validate whether the amounts GHC reported to CMS were
accurate.

-

-

For CY 2016,
did not charge pharmacy fees, and, for CY 2017, we determined that
GHC correctly reported the pharmacy fees collected by
.
GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE DID NOT ALWAYS HAVE ADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR ITS
REPORTED PHARMACY FEES
Federal Regulations and Reporting Requirements
Section 1860D-15(f)(1)(A) of the Act requires Part D sponsors to fully disclose to CMS any
information necessary for carrying out Part D’s payment provisions, including reinsurance and
risk-sharing calculations. Each Part D sponsor is required to report to CMS its drug costs and
DIR associated with the Medicare prescription drug benefit, and CMS uses these data to
calculate its payments to each Part D sponsor.
Following the end of each contract year, CMS issues the final Part D DIR reporting requirements
for the previous year. While the requirements are generally consistent from year to year, CMS
may expand or change the reporting requirements. The DIR Summary Report is divided into
multiple columns for reporting various types of DIR, and the columns sponsors used for
reporting pharmacy fees changed between CY 2014 and CY 2015 and again between CY 2015
and CY 2016.3
For CY 2014, CMS required sponsors to report post point-of-sale administrative fees in
column 5, “Price Concessions for Administrative Services.” Sponsors were required to use this
column to report “Applicable price concessions for administrative services that are not
associated with a specific drug . . . with no portion allocated for non-Part D covered drugs.” The
requirements for the column also specified that “This DIR must fully accrue to the government

Although the columns changed from year to year, the requirements remained the same for 2014, 2015, and
2016.
3
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and beneficiaries and cannot be kept by the Part D sponsor. This column must also include post
point-of-sale per claim administrative fees.”
For CY 2015, CMS required sponsors to report pharmacy fees in column 9, “Other Pharmacy
Incentive Payments and Adjustments.” Sponsors were required to use this column to report
“any sum received from or paid to a pharmacy after the point-of-sale based on factors other
than generic dispensing.”
For CYs 2016 and 2017, CMS required sponsors to report pharmacy fees in column 8, “Amounts
Received from Pharmacies.” Sponsors were required to use this column to report “any sum
received by a PBM or Part D sponsor (directly or indirectly through the PBM) from a pharmacy
after the [point of sale] that is not otherwise required to be included in the negotiated price.”
Sponsors were specifically required to include “any amounts received and retained by PBMs”
and “per-claim administrative fees collected, not paid, by a Part D sponsor or PBM from
pharmacies after the [point of sale] that are not included in the negotiated price.”
Contract Year 2014 and 2015 Pharmacy Fees Were Not Adequately Supported

-

Although
provided some support for the pharmacy fee amounts it reported to GHC
for CYs 2014 and 2015, these amounts were not supported by other documentation that
provided. For example, for some pharmacies, either the pharmacy fee rate in the
contract was different than the rate used, or the contract did not contain any information
about point-of-sale fees to be charged to or taken back from the pharmacy. As a result, we
could not validate whether the amounts GHC reported to CMS were accurate.

-

In its original filed DIR reports, GHC reported pharmacy fees of $86,237 and $36,346 for CYs
2014 and 2015 respectively. In 2016,
provided GHC with information to refile its
2014 and 2015 DIR reports. GHC misunderstood
instructions and reduced the
pharmacy fee amount to $0 for both CYs. After the start of our audit, Kaiser Permanente
refiled GHC’s 2014 and 2015 DIR reports. In September 2019, the 2014 DIR reports were
adjusted to report $52,076 for pharmacy fees. In July 2020, the 2015 DIR reports were adjusted
to report $36,346 for pharmacy fees. We were unable to determine whether this amount is
correct because the terms of
contracts with pharmacies did not always support
the pharmacy fees.
At the time it originally filed its CY 2014 and 2015 DIR reports, GHC did not have adequate
policies and procedures to verify whether the amounts its PBM submitted to prepare its DIR
reports were correct. After Kaiser Permanente bought GHC in February 2017, it instituted
various tests to assure itself of the accuracy of the information its PBM provided. However,
these tests were not formally documented.
The MMA requires that CMS calculate the difference between the prospective payments
received by a sponsor and the actual allowable costs incurred. The allowable costs are
generally payments that the sponsor makes for covered drugs less reported DIR. CMS uses the
amounts reported in the DIR reports to make final payment determinations. In this case, CMS
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will use the refiled DIR amounts for reconciliation to determine final payments. If the current
amounts reported on the CY 2014 and 2015 DIR reports are incorrect, this would cause final
payment determinations for later years to be incorrect.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that Kaiser Permanente:4

-

·

validate the point-of-sale fee amounts that
disclosed for CYs 2014 and 2015
and refile the CY 2014 and 2015 DIR reports if appropriate, and

·

develop written policies and procedures to validate the amounts its PBM discloses
before submitting the DIR reports to CMS.
KAISER PERMANENTE COMMENTS

Kaiser Permanente concurred with our recommendations to validate the point-of-sale fee
amounts disclosed for CYs 2014 and 2015, refile the DIR reports if appropriate, and develop
written policies and procedures to validate the amounts its PBM discloses before submitting
the DIR reports to CMS. Kaiser Permanente stated that it had worked with its PBM to validate
the point-of-sale pharmacy fees that were collected during CYs 2014 and 2015. Kaiser
Permanente identified a discrepancy in the amount reported in its 2019 refiling of the CY 2014
DIR. Kaiser Permanente intends to resubmit its CY 2014 DIR. However, it validated the CY 2015
DIR.
Kaiser Permanente also stated that it had revised and updated its written policies and
procedures to include procedures that it will use to validate data its PBMs disclose before
submitting the DIR reports to CMS.
Kaiser Permanente’s comments are included in their entirety as Appendix B.

4

We are addressing our recommendations to Kaiser Permanente because it acquired GHC in February 2017.
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APPENDIX A: AUDIT SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
SCOPE
We reviewed GHC’s DIR reports for CYs 2014 through 2017 to determine whether GHC
complied with Federal requirements for reporting pharmacy fees. We selected a judgmental
sample of 15 pharmacies
contracted with and 23 pharmacies
contracted
with and reviewed the contracts that the pharmacies had with
We
reviewed reported pharmacy fees totaling $86,237 and $36,346 that were collected by
for CYs 2014 and 2015, respectively. For CY 2017, we covered pharmacy fees
totaling $90,054 that were collected by
For 2016,
did not collect
pharmacy fees for GHC claims. We also requested a sample of remittance advices and other
source documentation from the 15 pharmacies
contracted with to determine
whether GHC reported pharmacy fees in accordance with Federal requirements.

-

-

-

We did not audit the overall internal control structure of GHC or its PBMs. Rather we audited
only those internal controls related to our objective. We limited our audit to determining
whether GHC complied with Federal requirements for reporting pharmacy fees in its DIR
reports.
We conducted our audit, which included fieldwork at

from September 2019 to April 2020.

METHODOLOGY
To accomplish our objective, we:
·

reviewed applicable Federal laws, regulations, and guidance pertaining to reporting DIR
payments to and from pharmacies;

·

reviewed GHC’s policies and procedures for DIR reporting;

·

met with GHC to gain an understanding of its DIR process;

·

met with
processes;

·

obtained and reviewed PDE records;

·

obtained GHC’s DIR reports from CMS’s HPMS;

·

obtained and reviewed DIR reports provided by GHC;

·

reviewed the contracts between GHC and

to gain an understanding of their claims and DIR

and between GHC and
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·

selected a judgmental sample of contracts
pharmacies; and

·

reviewed pharmacies’ explanations of benefits.

had with

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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APPENDIX B: KAISER PERMANENTE COMMENTS
•

KAISER PERMANENTE
Ka iser Foundatio n He11 h Pkln
Program ·Offices

April 26, 202 1
VIA

SPS MAlL AND ELECTRON JC MAIL

Attn: Ms .. [ ioole Freda, Regional Insp ector Genera l for A udi t ,erviccs
Dr:.'Partmr:.'ll t of Health and Human •er vic
OffiocoflnsJJcct:OrGcn-cial ("OJ G'
Offioco fAudit Servi ' , Region 111
Strawb1i dg•e Building
801 Market St., uite 8500
Philadelphia, PA 19 107
RE: Re·por-1 l umber-: A~ll3-19-41000 2 - Audit of Medkare Part D Pharmacy Fee : Group
Health Cooperative, Inc. ("GHC")

Dear M . Freda:
Kaiser Permanente (''Kaiser ') appreciatCS the opportunity to provide a written rc:.111:in~ wi th
respc t to th e O JG 's draft report A.(J3. l 9.(J002: Audit .of Medicare Part D Phannacy Fees:
Gro up Heal th Coop erative, Inc. (the " Rep ort" . As di ·ussed further b elow, the OIG p1tivided
two reoommendations for Kaiser in th e Repo1t. Kaiser ooncurs wi th both of the OIG 's
rcoomm endations .
First O JG RCCJOmmendation
The 010 rcoommends that Kaiser ' 'val.idate th e point-o f ale fee amount that [GH 's PB M]
d isclosed for Ys 20 14 and 20 15 and refile the Y 20 14 and 20 15 DIR reports if appropriate."
h1 the Report, th e OIG fo und that for on tract y1..~rs .. Y ') 20 14 and 20 15, OIG oowd not
val.idate wh ether the amoL111ts G H r·cpmtcd to the Ccn~er for Medicare and Medicaid Services
' · MS" thro ugh its Dire ·t and lndin::ct Remunerati on 'DIR" report were aocura~ with
n.-sp cct to the point-of-sal.e fC\.-s that G H ' s PB l\·f barged to pharmaci es and retain ed.
KaiscracquiredGH in February 20 17 1 and disoovcrcd at the s tart oftheOIG 's audit that the
DIR fees for Y 20 14 and 20 15 n,-ported by G H t-0 CM before Kaiser' a .qui it ion v.-t:re
incorrect as a re ult of ertain m iscommunication.s b etween G H and it PBM as 1101-cd in the
Report.
ons cq ucntly, Kaiser re 1kd the D JR rep orts in 20 19 for Y 2014 and 202(l for Y
2015 to MS wi th what it b elieved to be th•e appropriate DIR amoL111ts for po int-of ' ale
phatma y fix-;g oolkcted by the PBM as rcpo1ted to Ka.iSG-r by th e PBM.

' Fol lo win , K.ric,er': acquiEition in 20 17, GHC d.i.,conlin ut>d u.sin , its cont rd tied PBM and s hifted to K.ri.,er':
conlmlied PBM.
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iser concurs with the O JG 's first recommendation. Since Kaiser's Exit Conforcncc with the
O JG in November 2020, Kaiser has worked with the IPBM 10 validate the point-of-sale pharmacy
fees that the PBM collected during CY 20 14 and 20 1.5. Kaiser and the PBM identified a
discrepancy in the DIR amount that was previously reported by Kaiser in its 20 19 refili ng for CY
2014. Accordingly, Kaiser intends 10 request a reopening from CMS 10 open the portal for
resubmission of DIR for CY 20 14 so Kaiser may update the amount previously reported by
Kaiser in 20 19. With respect 10 CY 20 15, Kaiser and the PBM have validated that the DIR
refiling by Kaiser in 2020 was accurate. Consequently, Kaiser has detc1m ined that no D IR
resubmission is necessary for CY 20 15.

Socond OIG Rocommcndation
Th e O JG also recommends that Kaiser " develop written policies and procedures 10 validate th e
amounts its PB M discloses before submitting the D IR reports 10 CMS." In the Repor~ the O JG
found " that at the time (GHC] originally filed its CY 20 14 and 20 15 DIR reports, GHC did not
have adequate policies and procedures to verify whether the amounts its PBM submi11cd to
prepare its DIR reports were correct." T he Repo1t further states that " [a]fter Kaiser bought GHC
in February 20 I 7, it instituted various tests 10 assure i tsel f of the accuracy of the information its
PB M provided. Howcv<T, these tests were not Jbrma-Uy documented by Kaiser."
Kaiser also concurs with the O JG' s second recommendation. At the conclusion of the O JG' s
audit testing phase in October 2020, Kaiser 's internal. wri11en policies and procedures were
formally revised and updated 10 specify the procedures Kaiser uses 10 validate the data disclosed
10 Kaiser by the PBM before Kaiser submits its DIR report 10 CMS. lbis data validation process
is performed in conjunction with periodic audits ofihe PBM iO support reporting accuracy.
Finally, we note that as of 20 18, Kaiser's PBM docs t10t collect any point-of-sale pharmacy fees
on Medicare Part D claims, further mitigating any fut ure DIR reporting issues with respect 10
pharmacy fees.
We thank the O JG audit staff who conducted the review for their professionalism and
responsiveness throughout the audit.

Sincerely,

Agnes Strandberg

Senior Vice President, Medicare
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